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Abstract. The Internet of Thing allows objects and services to interact
with each other. The goal of this study is to recognize high level states of
the rooms and more generally of the home. We want to be able to obtain
intermediate states like "someone is in the kitchen" or "night mode". In
the speci�c case of home activity and state measurement, we consider
that a set of furniture units is especially suitable for providing low level
information. Recognizing and identifying house states or other high level
information can be done using several methods. In this paper, we present
an ontology based method. In the following, a situation is considered to
be realized when the hypothesis which represents it are ful�lled. Using
this approach, we show that multiple instances of situation context are
distinguishable.

Keywords: Indenti�cation of situation, Ontology, Internet of things,Context,
Furniture

1 Introduction

The Internet of Thing is perceived as a pervasive presence around us of a variety
of things or objects interacting between each other. The given things are phys-
ical objects or virtual ones. The physical objects are mainly connected objects.
Virtual objects have no existence in the concrete world but they are also able
to propose services. The goal of our study is to recognize high level states of the
rooms and more generally of the home i.e. normal state, abnormal state or alarm.
In addition, we want to be able to obtain intermediate states like "someone is
in the kitchen" or "night mode". In the speci�c case of home activity and state
measurement, we consider that furniture units are especially suitable to provide
low level information. This is particularly due to their presence around the house
and because they are non-intrusive nature. Recognizing and identifying house
states or other high level information can be done using several methods. In
this paper, we propose to use an ontology-based approach to represent a context
made of an aggregation of realized situations. The used ontologies can be sup-
plied and updated directly by sensors. As suggested by [4], we apply inference
rules on the graph that represents the concept ontology i.e. the ontology of phys-
ical entities. This thus provides high level information. However, inference rules



are applied on the graph representing the ontology of realized situations. The
latter allows the designer to take into consideration dynamic modi�cation of the
measured scene without adding new rules. However, if a situation has multiple
instances, the problem turns out to distinguish each instance of the others. In
this paper, we propose to attach rules on the situation. Using this approach, we
show that multiple instances of context within a situation are distinguishable.
In the next section on this paper, we discuss about several approaches to model
and to represent information of context. In the section 3, we present the ontology
based representation of a furniture community. Section 4 presents the represen-
tation of situations in a furniture community. Section 5 explains the recognition
process, illustrated with an example.

2 State of the art

In the literature, several studies were realized on the various situations that can
be observed in an intelligent environment. Several studies do not consider the
distinction between a situation and a context [3] [16] [17]. The information of
context is generally de�ned as any information being used to characterize the
situation of an entity. Such entity can be a person, a place or an object that
is considered as relevant for the interaction between a user and an application,
including the user and the application themselves [12]. In this paper, which
relates to a community of intelligent connected furniture units, we distinguish
three types of context information as proposed in [3] :

Raw context: Context whose related information is directly acquired through
sensors. For example, the localization, the current time or any environmental
parameters.

Interpreted context: Information of context derived from the raw contexts.
For example: Sat on a chair; day periods like the morning, the afternoon or
the the evening; activities such as sleeping, working.

Live context: Information obtained by recurring combination of the raw con-
texts and the interpreted contexts which makes sense for a human. For ex-
ample : working at the o�ce, looking at the TV within the living room.

Several approaches propose to model context information. Tao Gu et al. [16]
classi�ed these approaches into three categories:

Application oriented approach: This approach produces models of context
for speci�c applications. These models are generally proprietary models and
don't have a formal basis. They don't support the knowledge sharing between
the various systems [21].

Model oriented approach: This category of models usually uses conceptual
modeling approaches to represent the context. we can quote studies in [18]
and [24] which uses the entity-relation model, studies in [19] which uses at the
same time the entity-relation model and UML diagrams. Finally, studies in
[20] reformulate this model with the extension of �the object-Role Modeling�



(ORM) [20]. Although this approach takes into account the temporal aspect
of context information, it badly supports the generalization of knowledge and
the reasoning. In [13], Avelino J. Gonzalez et al o�ers an intelligent, context-
based behavior representation from the di�erent perceptions of a submarine
for training simulations. They use a hierarchical representation of contexts
and they add rules to determine the best tactics to adopt depending on the
situations that arise.

Ontology oriented approach: The context can be regarded as a kind of spe-
ci�c knowledge. It can be modeled like an ontology. Indeed, the use of on-
tologies allows not only the context modeling, but also the inference engine
based reasoning on the collected data [17].

We will use this latter approach in the following section in order to represent
di�erent information from contexts in a community of connected and intelligent
furniture units.

3 Representation of a furnitures community

3.1 Presentation

A community of furniture units is a set of furniture pieces of various species like
table, chair, bed, or mirror. These furniture units lead to a given environment.
An environment must be understood as any place within where furniture pieces
may exist. It can be for example a house, the parts of a house or an o�ce. In this
paper, we de�ne a community of intelligent connected furniture units as a set
of furniture units, objects and humans interconnected within an environment.
In this community, the furniture pieces and the other objects can be intelligent
ones i.e. be able to acquire, to handle and to exchange knowledge. In such envi-
ronment, the furniture pieces, the objects and the humans are considered as the
actors of the system. In the case of a house, several furniture units communities
related to the di�erent rooms can be identi�ed. A house is generally divided
into multiple rooms: living room, room, kitchen, shower, balcony, garden, hol-
low, garage, etc. A furniture unit can be dedicated to a given room or not, for
example a bed or a chair. In the same way, a category of furniture unit can have
several variations which are speci�c to a given room. Moreover, the ontology also
includes objects that are not furniture units but that interact with them. For
example, a TV interacts with a TV cabinet, so it must be considered into the
ontology. In addition, it must be putted forward that human activities related
to furniture are part of the most raised activities in a house. As the data acqui-
sition requires sensors, the intelligent connected furniture units found naturally
their place in the smart home. The chosen tool for the classi�cation of the data
given by sensors is an ontology based one. Such kind of tool already shows its
popularity in the �eld of the engineering of knowledge due to its portability, its
evolutionary and its �exibility [16].



3.2 Representation

Let us �rst describe the list of concepts and relations used to build the ontology.
The �gure 1 presents an ontology of a community of smart connected furniture

Fig. 1. Ontology of a community of Furniture

pieces. We can raise:

Concepts

� Actor is the basic concept used to represent the objects, the furniture units
and the living beings in a community of connected entities.

� Service is concept representing the various features or capabilities which an
actor can o�er.

� Human is the concept that represents the human beings in the community.
� Object represents the non-human actors.
� Furniture_unit represents a piece of furniture. A furniture piece is de-
scribed by its style, its category, its functions and by the whole of the parts
which compose it. The style is a set of aesthetic criteria and of materials,
which helps to recognize the furniture period and its design. The category of
a furniture unit refers to its species: tables, chairs, beds, mirrors. A function
of a furniture unit leads to the various services it can o�er to its user. The
construction of a furniture requires various parts which can depend on its
category, such as a mounting in the case of a chair or a table, a plate in
the case of a table, a back and a seat in the case of a chair. As a result,
the ontology of a furniture unit includes the following properties: �Style�,
�category�, �features� and �parts�.

� Instance_i represents the individuals i.e. the entities resulting from the
instantiation of the various concepts. Except for services, each instance leads
to a physical entity.

Relations

� Is_a: concept −→ concept is the subsomption relation (hierarchisation).
It is a transitive relation.

� Type: individual −→ concept binds concrete entities to an abstract con-
cept.



� Part_of: Actor −→ Actor and Has_part: Actor −→ Actor are the
part-to-whole mereological relations between Actor concepts.

� O�ered_by: Service −→ Actor and o�ers: Actor −→ Service are
relations establishing a link between an actor and the various services it
o�ers.

� Connected_to: Actor −→ Actor is a topological relation used to formal-
ize the interaction between actors.

� Part_of: Actor individual −→ Actor individual and Has_part: Ac-
tor individual −→ Actor individual are the part-to-whole mereological
relations between Actor instances. They are inferred from the Is_instance_of
and the mereological relations between Actor concepts.

� Connected_to: Actor individual −→ Actor individual is a topological
relation used to translate the interaction between actor individuals. The
instances of this relation are given by the observation of the individuals, i.e.
the physical entities.

This ontology aggregates the various concepts of an environment made of a
community of intelligent connected furniture units, connected objects and beings
humans. Into the following section, we introduce the representation of the vari-
ous situations which rise from the interpretation of the contexts of the concept
instances.

4 Representation of the situations in furniture

community

4.1 Presentation

We de�ne a situation as follow. A situation is de�ne on a set of actors. Each actor
produces sensor data, the raw context, and interprets them to produce its inter-
preted context. The situation aggregates the raw contexts and the interpreted
contexts issued from these actors. Its then appear as an ontology. We distin-
guish the de�nition and the realization of situation: The de�nition is a concept
ontology, and the realization is an instance ontology. Actually, the de�nition of
a situation is also called a reference situation and leads to the concept of infon
as proposed by Keith D. in [11].

In this section we provide a representation of the various situations that can
be found in an environment holding a community of connected and intelligent
furniture units. Given an environment we seek to represent the various actors
and the relations between them as described in section 3. After this classi�cation
stage, the resulting ontology is instantiated and initialized according to the facts
of the actor instances. The facts of a furniture unit instance comes from the
measured values acquired by its sensors. From this ontology instantiated, we try
to recognize the various situations of the environment and the relations which
exist between them. Several de�nitions were proposed in the literature.

In [26], Ye et al. de�ne a situation as an external semantic interpretation of
the data sensor.



� The interpretation term explains the fact that the situations allot signi�-
cances to the measured values.

� The external term re�ects the fact that interpretation is the applications
point of view rather than the sensors one.

� The term semantic re�ects the fact that an interpretation gives a signi�cance
to a set of relations between objects. The concerned sets are themselves
de�ned by data given by sensors.

They alternatively de�ne a situation by the collection of the relevant contexts,
by discovering the signi�cant correlations between them, and by the assignment
of labels with a descriptive name.

An ontology in the arti�cial intelligence domain can be de�ned as the �ex-
plicit speci�cations of a conceptualization�; who is a means of representation,
of knowledge sharing and of knowledge reasoning [14]. Several papers gives an
outline of the approaches of reasoning on ontology based contexts [4], [8] [26]. As
example we can quote SOUPA [6] (Standard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Perva-
sive Applications) which is based on Cobra-HAVE (Ontology for Context Broker
Structures). SOUPA de�nes a vocabulary to describe the situational conditions
such as: �in meeting� or �out of town�. Dapoigny and Barlatier [9] formalize the
context by using calculations of inductive constructions for the lower layer and
ontologies for the upper layer. CONON (CONtext ONtology) is developed by
Wang et al. [23]. CONON bases on the concept �context entities�, which is a
general term from which rises the concepts like �hiring�, �person�, or �activity�.
Here, the situations are de�ned in term of rules.

Example 1. (?u locatedIn Bedroom) & (Bedroom lightLevel LOW) & (Bedroom
drapeStatus CLOSED) −→ (?u situation SLEEPING)

Gu et Al. [15] develop the SOCAM system (Service Oriented Context Aware Mid-
delware) where the concept of situation is similar to the CONON one. Anag-
nostopoulos et al. [2] proposes a �technical situation awareness� based on the
combination of ontology and fuzzy logic where the situations are concepts and
relations.

Example 2.
∧N

i=1 context(xi,user) −→ IsInvolvedIn(situation,user), N > 1

The example 1 is similar to the example 2 in both cases a situation is repre-
sented by rules. Andrey Boytsov et al. [5] bases work which precedes to de�ne
a generator of situations. Moreover, they present two concepts of situations: a
potential situation is an entity; A potential situation is a relation. Gu and Al.
[15] develop system SOCAM (Service Oriented Context Aware Middelware) or
the concept of situation is similar to that of CONON.

4.2 Representation

Concepts In the proposed approach, we distinguish the de�nition of a situation
from its realization. The realization of a situation is materialized by the existence



of a sub-graph on individuals linked by the relations Has_part, Part_of and
Connected_to. A situation is then de�ned by a set of rules on concepts.

Thus, the mathematical representation of a situation can be written as fol-
lows: let N , the set of the nodes, V the set of the relations and R the set of the
rules then the situation S can be de�ned as: S = G(N,V,R).

Example 3. � Sitting situation is the graph where:
N = {Chair, Seat,Human},
V = {Part_of,Has_part, Is_instance_of, connected_to}
and
R = [r1 = {(Part_of(Seat, Chair)∨Has_part(Chair, Seat))∧Connected_to(Human, Seat)}].

Let Sitting_situation denoting the result of this inference. It represents the
fact that the Sitting situation is realized.
A graph of the situation �position seat� is given in �gure 2.One can note the
various steps of the realization of a situation which will be detailed in the
section 5.2. First of all, the step (a) in the �gure 2 represents the graph of
the situation which refers to sitting. The step (b) shows us a instantiation
of this graph with di�erent instances from the concepts �Seat�, �Chair� and
�Human�. The step (c) of the �gure 2 established the relations between the
instances while basing itself on the observation; an example we can quote
the study of the data sensors.

Fig. 2. Sitting situation: (a) graph of the reference situation (b) instantiation of two
individuals of types Chair and Human (c) observation of the connected_to relation
between individuals

� Working situation is a graph where:
N = {Sitting_situation, Computer,Human, Table, Support},
V = {Part_of,Has_part, Is_instance_of, connected_to, Close_to}
and
R = [r1 = {Sitting_situation ∧ Connected_to(Computer, Support) ∧
Connected_to(Human,Computer) ∧ Close_to(Chair, Table)},
r2 = {Connected_to(Computer, Support)∧Connected_to(Human,Computer)}].



A graph representation of the situation �work� is given by the �gure 3 and
the relation "Close_to" is describing in [10].

Fig. 3. Graph of the reference situation labeled �work�

Relations

� The generalization: a situation generalizes another situation, if the real-
ization of the second one implies the realization of the �rst one. For example
the situation �to listen to the music� is a specialization of the situation �en-
tertainment� [25].

� The composition: a situation can result from the composition of other
smaller situations; for example the situation �barbecue� breaks up into these
two situations �uses a barbecue with gas� and �uses food�. In [22] McCowan
et al., de�ne a situation of group (for example 'discussion' or 'presentation')
like a composition of situations of individual users (for example 'to speak',
'to write').

� of dependence: a situation depends on another situation, if an occurrence
of �rst is determined by an occurrence of the second. The dependence can
be one limited time or unlimited, as proposed by [7]. Sometimes, in the long
run the dependence can be more useful while deducing from the high level
situations. For example, a situation �of going to work� to perhaps better
infer a situation �to return to the house of work� than of other situations
dependent on short ranges.

� temporal sequence a situation can occur before or after another situation,
or interlace with another situation; for example, the situation �taken of the
pill� must be realized after the situation �dinner� [1].



5 Situations discovery in furniture units community

Several techniques for the situation discovery were already proposed. Juan et al.
[26] class them in two categories which are:

Speci�cations based technics These approaches generally build a model of
situation with an a priori expert knowledge, and reasons on it with mea-
sured values as inputs. As example of technique we can quote Space �Logic
programming� �spacial and temporal logic�, �ontology� and �Fuzzy logic�

Training based techniques The large variability of the speci�cations and iden-
ti�cations of the situations, that come from factors like time or the place
or the individual,returns inconvenient the speci�cations based techniques.
Training techniques were largely applied to the training of complex associ-
ations between the situations and the measured values. In [26] Juan et al.
characterizes this training based techniques.

Our contribution in this area consists of a complete situation discovery pro-
cess based on speci�cations techniques. In addition, it provides all situation
instances in our instantiated concept ontology.

In the literature, the studies on the situation recognition in an pervasive
computing environment assume that several basic situations are known without
worrying about the way they are obtained. Moreover, a separation between the
concept ontology of the sensors and the situations ontology is noticed. In this
paper, the representation we propose makes it possible to describe furniture
units and the various entities found in their environment. Thus, starting from an
instantiation ontology presented in section 3, the situation references as described
in section 4 is used for the situation discovery process. This last process provides
the desired realized situations. The complete process is detailed bellow. In this
paper, the instance of a concept ontology is an ontology where each constitutive
entity is associated with a set of facts. Each fact is a measured value of an entity
property.

5.1 Situation recognition

The situation recognition technique proposed here assumes the existence of an
instance of concept ontology and a set of reference situations. The recognition
of situations is �rst processed from the entities of the instance of our concept
ontology and then performed from the situations deduced from this �rst stage.

Recognition of situations starting from the context instances
Recognition of situations starting from the raw and interpreted context instances
is the �rst way to recognize the various situations of an environment. Knowing
a instantiated ontology, the contexts of the various instances are collected. The
interpreted contexts also called basic situations are deduced from this collected
information.

Example 4. � We want to know if a person sat on a chair. For that, the chair is
instrumented with sensors located on his base and back. A person is sitting



on a chair if he is in contact with the chair on its seat points. Moreover, there
are several types of sitting attitudes which depend of the contact between
the human and the back of the chair. The �gure 2 gives a representation of
a basic situation reference.

Recognition of situations starting from the basic situations
High level situations are raised from the basic situations. They are combinations
of the basic situations and/or of the entities of our instantiated ontology.

Example 5. � The recognition of a working situation is performs throw the
recognition of the basic situations like a person sitting on a chair, a
computer on a table, a running computer, a person in contact with
the table and the chair near the table. The �gure 3 gives a situation
reference.

In a general way a situation is known as potentially realizable or recognizable
in an instance of our concept ontology Oi if for any item of the set of the whole
nodes situation N there exists an instance in Oi.

Proposition 1. S = G(N,V,R) is a potential situation (a situation de�nition)
if: ∀c ∈ N, ∃i; i instance_of c and i ∈ Oi.

The recognition of situations makes it possible to present the various potential
situations of the system, without being certain of their realization.

5.2 Realization situations

Given a instance ontology and a set of potential recognized situations, a situation
is said to be realized if there exists at least a subgraph of the instance ontology
graph that respects at least one of the rules of our reference situation.

Proposition 2. A situation S = G(N,V,R) is realized if: ∃Gi(Ni, V, ri); ri is
veri�ed, with Ni = {i /(i is_instance_of c) ∧ (c ∈ N)} and ri ∈ R. Gi is also
called instance of the reference situation S.

To discover situation in an environment of intelligent connected furniture our
system must carry out two stages which are:

Step 1 Recognition of all potential situations based on a list of reference situ-
ations.

Step 2 Discovering the situations realized starting from the potential situations
extracted in step 1.

Thus, this approach enables us to list all the situations of an intelligent con-
nected furniture environment. Moreover, for each new entity, the same process
is reiterated. That makes this approach dynamic in time.



Input: Oi an ontology instance
Input: LRS a list of the reference situations
Output: LPS a list of the potential situations

foreach s ∈ LRS do

if ( ∀c ∈ N(s), ∃i; i instance_of c and i ∈ Oi ) then
LPS ← LPS + s

end

end

return LPS;
Algorithm 1: Discovered potential situations

Input: Oi an ontology instance
Input: LPS a list of the potential situations
Output: LS a list of the situations carried

foreach s ∈ LPS do

if ( ∃r ∈ R(s); r is veri�ed ) then
LS ← LS + s

end

end

return LS;
Algorithm 2: Discovered situations realized.

5.3 Application

In a �rst time, let an ontology instance describing an environment made up of
three humans and two chairs and a table as described in the �gure 4. In a second
time the same instance of concept ontology with new relations as shown in the
�gure 5 is given. We seek to recognize the various situations in which the actors
of our environment are concerned. For that, we de�ne the following situations
references:

� Working situation is a graph or:N = {Sitting_situation,Human, Table},
V = {Part_of, Is_instance_of, connected_to, Close_to} and R = [r1 =
{sitting_situation∧Connected_to(Human, Table)∧Close_to(Chair, Table)}, r2 =
{Connected_to(Human, Table)}].

� Sitting situation is a graph or:
N = {Chair, Seat,Human}, V = {Part_of, Is_instance_of, connected_to}
andR = [r1 = {(Part_of(Seat, Chair)∨Has_part(Chair, Seat))∧Connected_to(Human, Seat)}].

� Close to situation is a graph or:N = {Chair, Table}, V = {Close_to}
and R = [r1 = {(Close_to(Seat, Chair)}].

By applying the steps presented in section 5.2 we have the following results:

� case of the �gure 4
Step 1 (discovery of all potential situations) result of algorithm 1:
{Close to situation, Sitting situation, Working situation}
Step 2 (discovered of realized situations) result of algorithm 2:
{Sitting situation(Human_1, Chair_2), Sitting situation(Human_2, Chair_1)}



Fig. 4. Example of instance of an ontology representing an environment made up of
chairs and humans

Fig. 5. Example of instance of an ontology representing an environment made up of
chairs, the table and humans

� case of the �gure 5
Step 1 (discovery of all potential situations) result of algorithm 1:
{Close to situation, Sitting situation, Working situation}
Step 2 (discovered of realized situations) result of algorithm 2:
{Sitting situation(Human_1, Chair_2), Sitting situation (Human_2, Chair_1),
Close to situation(Table_1, Chair_1), working situation(Human_1)}.

6 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper we propose a generic representation of the situations of a commu-
nity of intelligent connected furniture units. For that, we chose a representation
of the physical entities by using ontologies. This representation enables us to
emphasize the various parts of a furniture and another entities which can col-
laborate or interact with furniture units. From the description of community of
furniture units, we seek to recognize the various states of our community. Thus,
to recognize such states, reference situations are modeled by graphs made of
nodes and relations and by rules. From this representation of situations refer-
ences, we de�ne algorithms which make it possible to �nd potentially realizable
situations and actually realized situations. Given examples illustrate the use of
the proposed algorithms in order to provide desired actually realized situations.
The future work for the improvement of the presented study will concern the
discovery of new situations in an autonomous way and the association of the
masses to the various elements of the graph of a situation. This last point of



improvement will make possible to perform uncertainty based reasoning using
theories like: the probability theory, the fuzzy sub-set theory or the evidence
theory.
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